The purpose of this article is to develop aspects of a classification theory for reflexive graphs. A first important step was already taken in [2] ; throughout we follow, at least the spirit, of the classification theory for ordered sets initiated in [1] .
For a graph G let V(G) denote its vertex set and E(G) Q V(G) X V(G) its edge set. A graph K is a subgraph of G if V(K) Q V(G) and for a, b G V(K), (a, b) G E(K) just if (a, b) G E(G).
The subgraph K of G is a retract of G, and we write K <1 G, if there is an edge-preserving map g of V(G) to V(K) satisfying g(v) = v for each v G V(K); g is called a retraction. A reflexive graph is an undirected graph with a loop at every vertex. The reason for a loop at a vertex is that an edge-preserving map can send the two vertices of an adjacent pair to it. The concept is illustrated in Figure 1 . From here on, though, we shall for convenience suppress the illustration of the loops in the figures of reflexive graphs.
The subgraph K (with shaded vertices) is a retract of the reflexive graph G. A representation of a reflexive graph G is a family (G t \i e /) of reflexive graphs such that G t O G for each / e /, and G is irreducible if, for every representation (G t \i e /) of G, G <3 G z for some / e /; otherwise G is reducible (cf. Figure 3 ). A reflexive graph variety is a class y of reflexive graphs which contains all direct products of members of ^[P(^) Q V] and which contains all retracts of members of % [R(^0 ^ ^]-For a class X of reflexive graphs let Jf" stand for the smallest reflexive graph variety containing JT", the variety generated by JT In fact, Cff v = RPpT). The intersection of a family of reflexive graph varieties is a reflexive graph variety and the class of all reflexive graphs is a reflexive graph variety which contains all others. Therefore, with respect to inclusion, the class of all reflexive graph varieties behaves much as a complete lattice, the lattice of reflexive graph varieties. The main results of this article can be expressed fairly accurately in two figures. Figure 4 illustrates an initial segment of the lattice of reflexive graph varieties. The big circles stand for the varieties as lattice elements and the graph(s) within for the reflexive graph(s) generating the variety.
An initial segment of the lattice of reflexive graph varieties. The plan of this article is to introduce and illustrate in the next three sections, first the idea of a "hole" in a graph and then, "preserving a hole". We use these two ideas -"hole" and "preserving a hole" to verify the classification illustrated in Figure 4 and 
We say that a hole (H, 8) of AT is a minimal hole if, for each H' c H such that \H'\ < \H\ there is some u f G F(^T) satisfying:
We can illustrate this by reference to 
As g is edge-preserving it follows that with g(w) e F(if). This is a contradiction.
Examples of holes.
Paths. For « e N let P n stand for the reflexive graph with vertex set {tf 0 , a x , a 2 ,. . ., fl"} and edges joining consecutive vertices. P" is called a path, and « is its length.
Even the path Pj has a hole: define 8(Û 0 ) = 0 = 8(a x ). On the other hand, this is the only minimal hole of P l5 for if 8(a 0 ) = 0 and 8(a x ) > 0 then
For n > 1, 8(tf 0 ) = 0 = 8(tf") defines a hole ( {# 0 , <?"}, 8) using only the endpoints of P n . For P 2 , S(<2 0 ) = 0 and 8(a 2 ) = 1 defines a hole, while 8(a 0 ) = 1 = 8(a x ) would not. In general, for P M , the function 8(a 0 ) = 0 and 8(tf") = n -\ defines a minimal hole. Holes in paths provide a natural setting for the idea of "isometry" in graphs. A subgraph K of a reflexive graph G is isometric in G if for each a, b e F(tf), </*(*, &) = rf c (fl, 6). The graphs (J n ) and (L n ). The reflexive graph J n , n > 2, has vertex set {a h a 2 , . . ., a n ) U {b x For /", define 8(b t ) = 1, / = 1, 2, . . . , n. Then (#", 5) is a minimal hole of J w . It is enough to note that b f £ Dj (6-, 1) whenever / =£ 7, and, for each
Which functions 8 of a set // to N can be minimal holes? Then the vertex u G F(G) defined by 77 -(w) = w z (z G 7) satisfies
for each v G // which contradicts the assumption that (H, 8) is a hole of (7. Therefore, there must be some i G / for which no vertex 
Here is another way to formulate this idea of a hole-preserving map/of V(G) to V(K). Define the map 8 f off (H) to N by 
I I I
/does not preserve the hole ( {a Q , a 3 Actually, this hole of P 3 cannot be preserved by C 4 at all. In fact, if/is an edge-preserving map of V(P 3 ) to V(K), for some graph K, and / preserves this hole, then
since/is edge-preserving and
There is, of course, no pair c-, c-of vertices in C 4 satisfying ^' 9) 3.
What about the hole (F(C 4 ), 5) of C 4 , where 8(^) = 1, for each / = 0, 1, 2, 3? To preserve this hole requires an edge-preserving map/to a graph K and, the map must be one-to-one as well. It is easy to verify that the subgraph determined by f(K) in K must be isomorphic to C 4 . In particular, this hole of C 4 cannot be preserved by P 3 . In contrast the hole We consider holes in C 6 and C 7 . First 8(c z ) = 2, for each c t defines a hole (H,
of C 7 , too. Now let/be an edge-preserving map of V(C 6 ) to K(C 7 ). As/ cannot be onto, its image must be a path of length at most three. In particular, this hole of C 6 cannot be preserved by C 7 . Now let /' be an edge-preserving map of F(C 7 ) to V(C 6 ). As/' cannot be one-to-one C 6 cannot preserve this hole of C 7 .
Now take this hole of Consider the reflexive graph J 3 (see Figure 8 ). Can it preserve the hole (V(C 4 X 8) of C 4 with 8(c t ) = 1, for each c l G V(C 4 ) ? Suppose/is an edge-preserving map of V(C 4 ) to F^) which preserves this hole of C 4 . Then each b i e /(F(C 4 )) which, however, is impossible since / is edge-preserving and the b-s are pairwise non-adjacent. Moreover this same hole of C 4 cannot be preserved by L 3 either or, for that matter, by any J n or L n , n > 3. It follows that C 4 cannot be a retract of a direct product of reflexive graphs each isomorphic to a J n (n > 3) or to an L n (n > 3). For if Q <i n G, -then, by Lemma 1, (F(C 4 ), ô) is a hole of 11/ e / G t and so some G z must preserve this hole, and this is impossible if G t = J n or G 7 = L n , n > 3. In other terms, C 4 does not have a representation using only the J^s where each G t = Z> 6 . Let g be the retraction map of F(ri /( =/ G 7 ) to V(C 4 ). We may suppose that C 4 is a subgraph of II, G/ G z with vertices labelled c 0 , C], c 2 , c 3 (and all of their coordinates chosen from among V(D 6 ) ). We shall construct vertices u, v, w in U iOEl G t which, with F(Q), determine, a subgraph in 11/ G / G t as indicated in Figure 23 .
Not all of the edges, as illustrated in Figure 9 , can exist though, since consider the effect of the retraction map g'.g(c t ) = c i9 i = 0, 1, 2, 3 so g (u) and then g(v) = q and g(w) = c 3 , although g(v) and g(w) should be adjacent. We construct the vertices u, v, w by prescribing their ith coordinates u i9 v /9 w z , for each / G /. For our purposes there are two kinds of projection maps: / e J 0 , if ^ preserves the hole (F(Q), 5) in G, = //; i e /,, otherwise. For / e J n , the coordinates of w, v, w are prescribed according to the values in Table 1 . For i <E I X , there is This is a convenient fact: the "image" of a minimal hole by a hole-preserving map is a minimal hole (see [3] ). which is a contradiction.
What about graphs with "infinitary" holes? For instance, M w has a minimal hole (i/, 8) for which J^ is infinite. Therefore, any graph which preserves this hole must itself have an infinite hole. It follows that M w cannot be a retract of any direct product of finite graphs, no matter how large the index set of this direct product.
Irreducible reflexive graphs. Our purpose is to show that, for each n > 3, each of the reflexive graphs P n , C n , D 6 , J n , L n and M w is irreducible. However, first we record an observation already implicit in the calculations above.
LEMMA 6. If (G t \i G /) is a representation of the reflexive graph G and (//, 8) is a hole of G, then this hole is preserved by some G t .
Let (G t \i e /) be any representation of the path P n \ that is, each G i <3 P n and P n <3 II/G/ G t . Consider the hole (H, 8) of P n , with H = {a 0 , a n } and 8(a 0 ) = 0, 8{a n ) = n -1. According to Lemma 6 this hole is preserved by some G t . Now, each G t <3 P n , so G t must be a path P m , say, where m < n. But to preserve this hole (H, 8) of P n , m = n, that is, G t = P n therefore, P n is irreducible.
In practice we use Lemma 6 in this form (cf. [3] ). Figure 9 ). Evidently G must be infinite and we are to suppose that M oe is itself not a retract of G. Now, we may treat G as a subgraph of M w and so G must contain infinitely many of the b's in B Q V(M U ). In fact, we may suppose that there is an increasing sequence a(l) < a(2) < .. 
Then we can define a map h of F(G) to this subgraph of G by these rules h(a J ) = h(bj) = a T(l)
for all aj G F(G) such that j < r(l) and for all fe. e F(G) such that 7 < *1);
h(aj) = h(bj) = a r{n)
for all aj e V(G) such that r(n -1) < j ^ r(n) and for all bj e F(G) such that r(n -I) < j < r(n);
Kb,) = b } if j = r(n).
It is straightforward to verify that h is a retraction, that is, M oe <G and so M oe is irreducible after all.
Varieties of reflexive graphs. Our purpose is to justify Figure 4 and Figure 5 concerning the lattice of reflexive graph varieties. We shall prove these results. Then y contains a member G such that G £ {Pjf or G £ {A 2 y. Evidently, \V(G) | > 2. If G is a complete graph, that is, every vertex is adjacent to every other vertex, then G <i n G t with each G t = P x , and so G G {P X }\ If E(G) = 0 then with each G t = A 2 , and so G e {A 2 } V . Suppose E(G) ¥= 0 and, yet, not all vertices are adjacent to all others. If G contains a subgraph isomorphic to P 2 then it is not hard to verify that P 2 O G. Otherwise, G consists of components (maximal connected subsets) each of which is a complete graph. In this case, P x <3 G and A 2 <3 G. This is the substance of the fact that {PiY has precisely two covers, {P 2 
let K e J^and let G e. [p^Y • Then any edge-preserving map gofV(G) onto V(K) is a retraction.
Proof Let K = P n . Suppose G e {P n } v and let g be an edge-preserving map of V(G) to V(P n ). (We shall use about G only the hypothesis that P n preserves each hole of G which, of course, follows from G e {P n Y) For each i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n let A t = g -1 ( {a t } ). Once we show that there is a system of representatives v-e A t such that the subgraph {v 0 , v 1? ...,v w } = P ni with each v t adjacent to v-+1 , then P n <3 G by identifying {v 0 , v l5 ...,v"} with P n . As g is onto, each A t ¥= 0. Such a vertex must belong to A i and we may suppose that it is v t e A t . In fact, we may suppose that the v-'s are so chosen that Then {w z , vjz = 1, 2,.. ., n) determines a subgraph of G isomorphic to /". Then g is a retraction.
Insofar as all of our principal results pertain to matters concerning covers of "path" varieties, we make use of this basic result of [3] . LEMMA 
Let Jtbe any set of paths. Then a reflexive graph G belongs to J^v if and only if each hole of G can be preserved by some path in Jfc
Proof of Theorem A. First, since each P t <3 P /+1 we know that But the hole ( {<z 0 , a i+x ), 8(a 0 ) = 0, 8(a i+l ) = i) of P / + 1 cannot be preserved by P-for any y < z, so P /+1 cannot be a retract of a direct product of graphs G t each isomorphic to some Pj, j < i. Therefore,
and it follows that
Now, let V be any variety satisfying
Then there is a graph GefandG^ {i> }". In the light of Lemma 9, G must have a hole (//, 8) which cannot be preserved by P t although it can be preserved by P i + X . Let/be an edge-preserving map of V(G) to V(P i+x ) which preserves the hole (//, 8). Now G is connected so/(F(G) ) must be a path. If f(V(G)) 5 P i+X then, in effect, P t preserves this hole. Therefore,
f(V(G)) = V(P i+l ).
From Lemma 8 it now follows that P / + 1 O G. In particular, {p, +1 r<{Gr<^<{i> +1 r, For the proof of Theorem B we shall make use of this fact from [2] .
LEMMA 10. Let G be a reflexive graph and let T be an isometric subgraph. If T contains no cycles then T <3 G.
Proof of Theorem B. We shall first verify the relations {P n Y<{C 2 nY and {P n y < {C 2n+I y.
As P" <3 C 2 " and J^C^,,
{p"y<{c 2n y and {p n y < {c 2n+] y. cannot be preserved by P n , so C 2 " + 1 € {P"K, too. Therefore, {p n y<{c 2n r and {p"r<{c 2 " +1 r.
Let if be any variety satisfying {p n y<r<{c 2n y.
Then there is G G ^such that G <£ {P n } v . According to Lemma 9, G must have a hole (//, 8) which cannot be preserved by P n . As G e {C 2 "}^ though, this hole can be preserved by C 2n . Let/ be an edge-preserving map of V(G) to V(C 2n ) which preserves this hole. Suppose
Now G is connected so/(K(G) ) must be a path P k . U k < n then this hole can be preserved by P w , which is impossible. Otherwise, k > n. This implies that G contains vertices * e / -1 (K})> * e / _1 (R})
(where a 0 , a^ are the endpoints of P k ) satisfying d G (a, b) = k. Then G itself contains an isometric path P k of length k. According to Lemma 10, P k <1 G, so P k e {C 2w }^, which would mean that the hole 
Then there is a hole (7/, 5) of G which cannot be preserved by P 2 but there is an edge-preserving map/of V(G) to F(Z> 6 ) which does preserve this hole. If C=r\{c)) 9 D=f-\{d}) 9 
R = f~\ {r} ) and S =f~\{s}).
We know that A ¥* Û, Z)^0, # y= 0 and S ^= 0.
To proceed we make use of the fact that G e {D 6 Y implies G <J n G, . Let i e 7 0 . Suppose faixi), ^(x 2 ) } = {a, d) and {T7-(X 3 ), ^(X 4 ) } = {r, *}.
These are the cases 1, 2, 3, 4. Construct a vertex as in Table 3 . Then z is adjacent to x l9 x 2 , u, x, y, z in II z e/ G t and, in particular,
Let us simply write g(z) = z. By symmetry we may treat just the first of these four cases (see Figure 15 ). Then the elements *i e <\{d}\ u e vT\{c)),y e ^l({b}),x 2 e ^'({a}), Hence we may suppose that if /' e I 0 then it must occur as case 5, 6, 7 or 8. Now, consider the vertex prescribed as in Table 3 . Then w is adjacent to x 3 , x 4 , x, u 9 v, j> and again
and again let us simply suppose that g(w) = w. By symmetry we may treat just the case 5 (see Figure 23 ). Remarks. The problem of finding all of the reflexive graph varieties which cover {P 2 } v remains unresolved. We have said above that the technique launched by Lemma 8 lies at the heart of Theorems A, B and C. How far can this technique be exploited to settle this problem? We shall present an example below whose point is this: either further scrutiny of the example itself will indicate how to exploit the technique of Lemma 8 or the example marks a limitation on the usefulness of this technique. In either case some fresh insights are needed.
The remainder of this article is concerned to prove this fact: there is a reflexive graph G for which there is an edge-preserving map of V(G) onto V(C 4 ) yet none of the reflexive graphs A 2 , P^ Q, C 5 , J n , L n (n > 3), D 6 and M w is a retract of G.
The graph G has as its vertices the integers Z. Two integers x, y are adjacent in G just if one of these conditions holds:
x -y = 0(4) or \x -y\ = \ or x = y + 3 + 4k for some positive integer k. This graph is illustrated schematically in Figure 16 . This graph is fairly symmetric; note that the map <p k of V(G) onto V(G) defined by <p k (x) = x + A: is actually an isomorphism. Also notice that there is an edge-preserving map of V(G) onto F(C 4 ); namely, f{x) = a t for each x e A t -, = {i + As\s e Z} / = 0, 1, 2, 3.
We aim now to establish the important properties of this graph by examining its minimal holes. Let (//, 8) be a minimal finite hole of G. Let us suppose though that \H\ ^ 4 and that H n ^^ 0 for each i -0, 1, 2, 3.
Let v, e // n ^ •. On account of the minimality of the set H there In summary, if (//, S) is a minimal hole of G such that |i/| > 4, then the vertices of // are situated in three "consecutive" blocks in such a way that if the "middle" block is nonempty then \H\ < 3, each block containing a vertex.
It is now technically straightforward to verify that none of the graphs A 2 , P 3 , C 5 , J n , L n (n > 3), D 6 and M w is a retract of G.
